
A stylish EV charging point that hides the integrated cable. 
The Andersen A2 enhances the charging experience for the 
enthusiast electric vehicle drivers with optional increased 
levels of 3-Phase, 22kW power and SMART controlled 
connectivity. Unrivalled aesthetics and pioneering 
technology are showcased perfectly in the Andersen A2. 

• ACCOYA
Sustainable eco timber that doesn't rot.

• DURABLE PAINT FINISH
Exterior metal panels are nylon-coated for durability
while the hand finishing process ensures a smooth
even colour.

• GUARANTEED TO LAST
Made of solid stainless steel, our chassis comes with
a lifetime guarantee.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

HIDDEN CABLE & PLUG COMPARTMENT 
We are the only charge point on the 
market that stores the plug neatly and 
out of site. 
FULLY MODULAR 

Allowing you to change the design of 
your charge point, for upgrade, repair or 
new. 

STATUS LIGHTS 
Subtle lighting giving you indications of your 
Andersen's charging status. 

COMPACT SIZE 
The ergonomic unit is elegant and discreet 
measuring 490 x 345 x 120 mm. 



EVOFLEK CHARGING CABLE 

Our custom designed cable is lightweight and highly flexible. It promises easy handling. Either 
5.5m or 8.5m for 7kW charging, and 6.5m for 22kW charging. 

WATERPROOF 

IP65 rated. Specifically design to withstand rain, sleet and snow. 

INDUSTRIAL  GRADE SWITCHING 

Super robust contactor for safe and reliable charging. 

LATEST GENERATION TECHNOLOGY 18TH EDITION COMPLIANT 

Instant vehicle isolation features protects you and your vehicle from Earth leakage. 

BLUETOOTH 

Unique to Andersen. For the simplest set up and maintenance. 

FAST CHARGING 
For 7kW - 22kW fast charging. 
Only available in a type 2 connector. 

L IGHTING 
An LED display on the front panel indicates charging status. Interior lighting helps keep it 
simple and easy to use. 

KØNNECT 2.0 
STAY IN CHARGE - next generation processor Control your charge points from your iOS 
and Android smartphone. Monitor charging progress and track energy costs. 

REMOTE LOCKING 

Secure your chargepoint with our unique locking feature. 


